Super-Stereotypy I: Enhancement of a Complex Movement Sequence by Systemic Dopamine D1 Agonists
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ABSTRACT Peripheral administration of D1 dopamine agonists elicits grooming behavior from rodents. The present study examined grooming behavior and the relative probability and stereotypy of a natural sequence of grooming movements (called a syntactic grooming chain) that follows a predictable fixed pattern of serial order. We compared the amount of grooming behavior vs. the stereotypy of sequential patterns after peripheral administration of either a partial D1 agonist (SKF 38393; 2.5, 5.0, 10, 20 mg/kg), a full D1 agonist (SKF 82958; 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 mg/kg; i.p.), a D2 agonist (quinpirole; 5.0, 10 mg/kg), or ACTH (2.0, 5.0 mg/kg). There was a dissociation between the elicited grooming amount, the pattern frequency, and the pattern completion or sequential stereotypy after these drugs. Quinpirole and ACTH both reduced the likelihood that the sequential pattern would be completed in the normal pattern (and reduced the overall amount of grooming). Administration of either SKF 38393 or SKF 82958 increased the tendency to engage in complex stereotyped sequential patterns of grooming (even though only the partial D1 agonist increased the total amount of grooming). In addition, SKF 38393 increased the sequential stereotypy of the already-stereotyped pattern itself (as measured by the probability of completing the stereotyped sequence once it began). Thus, dopamine D1 receptor activation appears to contribute to a kind of sequential super-stereotypy in which a complex, stereotyped behavioral sequence is initiated more frequently and more often goes to completion. Synapse 37:194–204, 2000.

INTRODUCTION

Grooming behavior in rodents is produced by activation of dopamine D1 receptors (we will use D1 to refer to the class of D1 and D5 dopamine receptors activated by most D1 agonist drugs, and D2 to refer to the class of D2, D3, D4 receptors activated by most D2 agonists). Excessive grooming is elicited from rats by peripheral administration of dopamine D1 agonists (Deveney and Waddington, 1995, 1997; Downes and Waddington, 1993; Eliam et al., 1992; Page and Terry, 1997; Phillips et al., 1995; Starr and Starr, 1986; Trampus et al., 1993; Wachtel et al., 1992; White et al., 1988), and excessive grooming is blocked by D1 antagonists (Molloy and Waddington, 1984; Van Wimersma Greidanus et al., 1989). Excessive grooming is also elicited by central administration of ACTH and other peptides (Dunn, 1988; Dunn and Berridge, 1990; Dunn et al., 1984, 1987; Gispen et al., 1975; Isaacs and Thomas, 1986; Kulkosky et al., 1988; Moody et al., 1988; Piggins and Merali, 1992), an apparently related phenomenon since it is blocked by dopamine antagonists, especially D1 antagonists (Cools et al., 1978, 1988; Guild and Dunn, 1982; Isaacs et al., 1983; Van Wimersma Greidanus et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1994). Mice with dopamine-related mutations, especially related to dopamine D1 receptors, similarly have impairments of grooming behavior (Bolivar et al., 1996; Coscia and Fentress, 1993; Cromwell et al., 1998; Drago et al., 1994).
Repetitive behavioral stereotypy is another consequence produced by dopamine receptor agonists, especially by D2 agonists (although D1 receptors also have been implicated in repetitive stereotypy) (Adami et al., 1991; Cools et al., 1989; Cooper and Dourish, 1990; Delfs and Kelley, 1990; Eilam and Golani, 1990; Eilam et al., 1989; Randrup and Munkvad, 1974; Robbins et al., 1990; Sirkin et al., 1982; Sullivan et al., 1992; White et al., 1988). The induction of repetitive stereotyped movements, such as simple jaw movements, licking, gnawing, rearing, locomotion, or snout contact with a substrate, is typically viewed as different from excessive grooming. Simple repetitive stereotypy produced by drugs usually involves just one or two movements that are repeated in a perseverative fashion (Dickson et al., 1994; McKenzie et al., 1984; Sirkin et al., 1982). Or, somewhat more complexly, simple locomotion movements may be used to follow complex but perseverative paths after dopamine agonists (Adami et al., 1991; Cools et al., 1989; Eilam and Golani, 1990; Eilam et al., 1989; Whishaw and Dunnett, 1985).

Both repetitive stereotypy and locomotion are different from excessive grooming, in which many actions are employed in various order (e.g., paw stroke movements, licking of various body parts, etc.). Excessive grooming induced by the application of dopamine D1 agonists has sometimes even been called “non-stereotyped” grooming, perhaps to distinguish it from repetitive stereotypy (Marin and Chase, 1995; Marin et al., 1991; Cooper and Dourish, 1990; Eilam and Golani, 1990; Randrup and Munkvad, 1974; Robbins et al., 1990; Sirkin et al., 1982; Sullivan et al., 1992; White et al., 1988). The induction of repetitive stereotyped movements, such as simple jaw movements, licking of various body parts, etc.). Excessive grooming might be normal in terms of its pattern, although it also has been suggested that excessive grooming may have a different temporal structure from normal grooming (Bressers et al., 1995).

A more complex form of stereotyped behavior than single-movement stereotypy is the subject of investigation in this paper. Stereotyped behavior can include more than one or two movements as long as the behavior is predictable (Attneave, 1959). A highly predictable sequential pattern is more stereotyped than an unpredictable sequence, even if the two sequences contain the same number of elements. For example, the counting sequence 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9... is far more stereotyped than a random selection of 10 digits. Stereotypy, in other words, can refer to the strength or predictability of a sequential pattern, independent of the number of movement types (Attneave, 1959; Cooper and Dourish, 1990; Fentress, 1968; Lawrence and Rushen, 1993). There are many patterns or sequential rules that have been identified in rodent grooming behavior (Berridge, 1990; Berridge et al., 1987; Bolles and Woods, 1964; Bressers et al., 1995; Fentress, 1972, 1977; Fentress and Stilwell, 1973; Richmond and Sachs, 1978; Spruijt et al., 1992), some of which change in stereotypy after neural manipulations (Berridge, 1989a,b; Berridge and Fentress, 1987a,b; Berridge et al., 1987; Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996; Fentress, 1973; Fentress and Stilwell, 1973). This makes grooming behavior useful for studying complex sequential stereotypy.

The most sequentially stereotyped pattern within grooming behavior is a highly predictable sequence of up to two dozen movements that occurs several times per minute during normal grooming (Fig. 1). The pattern has been called a "syntactic chain" of grooming movements because it connects the movements into four sequential phases that follow a syntactic or lawful pattern: small rapid strokes by both paws around the nose are followed by single strokes made by one or the other paw, then by large strokes by both paws over the entire face, and then by body licking, all within 5 seconds (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Berridge, 1990; Berridge and Fentress, 1986; Berridge et al., 1987). During a syntactic chain by rats, mice, and other rodents, the pattern is stereotyped in terms of the order, number, size, and speed of each movement. Once the pattern begins, it can be predicted to go all the way to the end with 80 to 90% accuracy for normal rats (Berridge et al., 1987).

The sequential pattern of syntactic grooming chains is coded by the electrophysiological activity of neostriatal neurons (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Aldridge et al., 1993). The behavioral strength of the pattern also depends causally on neostriatal function, and is disrupted by neostriatal lesions (even if grooming movements themselves are spared) (Berridge and Fentress, 1987b; Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996). Specifically relevant to dopamine, the pattern depends on neostriatal dopamine receptors, since it is disrupted after 6-hydroxydopamine lesions (6-OHDA) of nigrostriatal projections in rats, and is disrupted also in mutant mice that lack dopamine D1-A receptors (Berridge, 1989b; Cromwell et al., 1998).

Those previous studies showed that the pattern could be impaired by disruption of nigrostriatal dopamine systems. The purpose of this experiment was to examine whether the pattern conversely could be enhanced by dopamine receptor activation. We compared the effects of peripheral administration of dopamine agonists on this predictable pattern and on grooming behavior in general. Experiment 1 compared the effects of a D1 agonist (SKF 38393) and a D2 agonist (quinpirole). Because a further purpose of this study was to prepare for a comparison of excessive grooming elicited by central administration of the same drugs Berridge and Aldridge, pages 205–215, this issue), ACTH-(1-24) was also included. Experiment 2 compared the effects of the partial D1 agonist, SKF 38393, to those of a full D1 agonist, SKF 82958.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

**Methods**

The amount of grooming behavior is usually measured in terms of the number of seconds spent groom-
The strength of syntactic chain patterns can be measured in two different ways. (1) **Initiation** of syntactic chain patterns reflects the relative probability or tendency to begin the sequential pattern. The relative probability is calculated as the frequency of chain initiation per minute of time spent engaged in grooming. By calculating relative probability in this manner, we were able to correct for confounds produced by any changes in the overall amount of grooming. Without the correction syntactic chains might go up or down simply due to an increase or decrease in the amount of grooming behavior. (2) **Completion** of syntactic chain patterns reflects the pattern stereotypy, or relative probability of finishing the sequence once it is started. It is the best measure of stereotypy, whether the animals adhere to and fulfill the pattern of actions through all of the components of the sequence. It measures the proportion of chains that follow the predictable pattern to the completion end of the 4-phase sequence. Both initiation and completion measures of sequential pattern strength were used in this study.

**Subjects and doses**

Sprague-Dawley male rats (n = 10; 300–400 g) were housed individually on a 14/10 hour light/dark cycle throughout the experiment. Grooming sequences were videotaped during 30-minute behavioral test sessions conducted on alternate days (between 2 and 6 p.m.). Five minutes prior to each test session, rats received peripheral injections (i.p.) of either the dopamine D1 agonist, SKF 38393, or the dopamine D2 agonist, quinpirole, or ACTH-(1-24), or the control vehicle. Doses were chosen from the literature on excessive grooming and other behavior evoked by dopamine agonists (Cools et al., 1988; Hartgraves and Randall, 1986; Spruijt et al., 1986; Starr and Starr, 1986; Van Wimersma Greidanus et al., 1989), and from the literature on behavioral effects of peripheral ACTH administration (de Wied, 1990; Poggioli et al., 1986; Segarra et al., 1991; Vergoni et al., 1990): SKF 38393 (0, 10, or 20 mg), quinpirole (0, 5.0, or 10 mg/kg), and ACTH-(1-24) (0, 2.0, or 5.0 mg/kg). Drugs were mixed fresh daily before each test. The order of drug and vehicle administration was balanced across rats. A separate vehicle trial was administered for each drug, but scores from these 3 trials never differed statistically from each other, so they were averaged into a single vehicle score for comparison to drugs in the statistical analyses below.

**Behavioral testing and video analysis**

Rats were habituated to the behavioral testing procedure for 4 consecutive days prior to the first drug administration. Each rat was placed into a chamber that had a transparent floor, below which an angled mirror reflected the image of the rat's ventral surface into the lens of a video camera. Videotapes were later analyzed in slow motion (frame-by-frame to 1/10th actual speed depending on the density of movements) independently by 2 trained observers who were blind to the drug condition of the
rats. Scores by different observers were compared and tapes were rescoru when necessary to obtain consensus on each measure. We measured the total quantity of grooming, and two indices of the sequential pattern of grooming chains: the probability that the syntactic pattern would occur (initiation), and the stereotypy of the sequential pattern once it occurred (completion) (Berridge et al., 1987; Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Colonnese et al., 1996; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996).

**Grooming quantity**
The quantity of all grooming (syntactic grooming chains and nonsyntactic or sequentially flexible grooming) was scored as the number of seconds that a rat spent engaged in grooming behavior, and was expressed as a percentage of the total observation session.

**Probability of pattern occurrence** *(chain initiation)*
A syntactic grooming chain pattern contains 15–25 paw stroke and licking movements arranged into 4 consecutive phases (Berridge and Fentress, 1986). Initiation of a syntactic chain was considered to be the occurrence of *Phase I followed immediately by Phase II or Phase III*, as in earlier studies (Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996; Cromwell et al., 1998). *Phase I*: 5 to 9 small, rapid (at least 6 Hz) forepaw strokes around the nose made by both paws simultaneously (“ellipses” because of their tight elliptical trajectories). *Phase II*: 1 to 4 small-to-medium strokes (up to the level of the eye) made by only one paw at a time (occasionally Phase II is omitted from a chain that is otherwise syntactically perfect). *Phase III*: 3 to 10 large strokes (past the ear) made simultaneously by both paws, often symmetrically with both paws. *Phase IV*: Rapid lateral turn of the head towards a flank followed immediately by body licking.

In order to assess the tendency to emit syntactic grooming chains, it was important to calculate the relative probability of pattern initiation (relative to grooming amount) rather than just the absolute number of syntactic patterns, since changes in the grooming amount would also change the number of patterns even if their relative probability remained unchanged (Berridge et al., 1987; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996). Therefore, the relative probability of chain initiation was calculated for each rat as the frequency of chain initiations per minute of time actually spent in grooming (chain initiation/grooming quantity).

**Pattern stereotypy (syntactic completion)**
Normal rats complete 80 to 90% of their syntactic chain patterns (Berridge, 1990; Berridge et al., 1987). Changes in this degree of stereotypy were assessed by calculating the proportion of chains that were completed syntactically all the way to Phase IV. A completed pattern was considered to be a grooming sequence in which *Phase I was followed immediately by subsequent phases leading to Phase IV*. Phase IV had to occur to within 5 seconds of the last Phase I stroke in order for the chain to be considered syntactically complete. In addition, Phase I had to be followed consecutively by either Phase II, Phase III, and Phase IV in that order, or else by Phase III and Phase IV in that order (skipping only Phase II), without interruption by other movements (Berridge, 1989b; Berridge and Fentress, 1987b; Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996; Cromwell et al., 1998). The measure of pattern completion was calculated for each rat as the mean proportion of syntactic chains that, once begun, were completed to Phase IV following the above criteria (completed patterns/initiated patterns).

**Results**

**Grooming amount**
The amount of grooming was altered by drug administration (*F*(3,79) = 15.2, *P* < 0.001; 2-way repeated measures ANOVA, factors were drug X dose, Fig. 2). The D1 agonist SKF 38393 increased the amount of grooming behavior. Grooming amount was approximately doubled after the D1 agonist (Fig. 2) compared to vehicle trials (*F*(1,39) = 82.14, *P* < 0.04). Both doses of SKF 38393 increased the proportion of time spent grooming compared to vehicle trials (*P* < 0.05), and to a similar degree. By contrast, administration of the D2 agonist, quinpirole (*F*(1,39) = 103.3, *P* < 0.001) decreased grooming to approximately 50% of control levels. Grooming was nearly abolished by peripheral administration of ACTH (*F*(1,39) = 49.9, *P* < 0.001).

**Initiation of syntactic chain sequences**
The relative probability that the sequential pattern would begin was altered by drug administration (*F*(3,79) = 224.9, *P* < 0.001; Fig. 3). The D1 agonist, SKF 38393, approximately tripled the relative probability that a syntactic chain would be initiated (*F*(1,39) = 208.3, *P* < 0.001). This amounted to a nearly quadrupled level in the raw frequency of chain patterns (only half of which could be attributed to an overall increase in grooming; Fig. 2). Thus there was a specific increase in the tendency to begin the sequential pattern when D1 receptors were activated.

By contrast, administration of quinpirole dramatically reduced chain initiation per minute of grooming (*F*(1,39) = 15.9, *P* < 0.01). No change in chain initiation rates was observed after ACTH administration (*F*(1,39) = 0.26). However, ACTH suppressed the quantity of grooming so powerfully (Fig. 2) that there was relatively little grooming behavior at all, making it difficult to statistically detect any possible change in initiation after this compound.
Pattern stereotypy: syntactic completion

The proportion of grooming chains that completed the full stereotyped pattern through Phase IV, was altered by drug administration ($F(3,79) = 55.9, P < 0.01$; Fig. 4). SKF 38393 appeared to produce a slight trend toward enhanced sequential stereotypy, but this enhancement effect was only marginally significant ($F(1,39) = 4.133, P = 0.061$). Rats completed approximately 90% of syntactic chains after vehicle control injections (89 ± 5%, mean ± SEM, proportion of chains completed), and approximately 95% after receiving the D1 agonist (10 mg/kg = 96 ± 6%; 20 mg/kg = 95 ± 5%). Again by contrast, quinpirole administration dramatically reduced stereotyped completion of the sequential pattern ($F(1,39) = 247, P < 0.001$). Completion was reduced to less than one-half of its normal level by both doses (5 mg/kg = 10 ± 12%; 10 mg/kg = 13 ± 8%). Syntactic completion was also reduced by ACTH at both doses (Fig. 4; though the small size of the grooming sample after ACTH administration makes it
Discussion of experiment 1

Our results concerning the amount of grooming after drugs are consistent with those of earlier studies: only the D1 agonist SKF 38393 enhanced grooming behavior. Both the D2 agonist, quinpirole, and ACTH consistently suppressed the amount of grooming behavior at the doses tested.

What is new here is the effect of these agents on the stereotyped grooming pattern. Administration of the D1 agonist SKF 38393 increased the relative probability of emission for syntactic chains, in addition to increasing overall grooming quantity. The increase in the emission of syntactic grooming sequences comes at the expense of less patterned grooming. The tendency to initiate syntactic chain patterns of grooming (over 300% of control levels) was increased after SKF 38393 more than was the mere amount of grooming (only 200% of control levels). Quinpirole and ACTH each failed to facilitate chain initiation. Thus, D1 receptors may play a special role in the disposition to engage in this complex sequential pattern.

Whether D1 receptors also facilitated the stereotyped completion of the sequential patterns, once they were initiated, was not quite as clear. There did appear to be a slight trend toward an enhancement of pattern completion after SKF 38393, from the normal 90 to 95%, but this effect only reached a marginal significance level of \( P = 0.06 \). It is possible that a statistical ceiling effect obscures drug-induced enhancement of completion, since rats normally complete up to 9 out of 10 syntactic chains they begin. Conversely, completion of the grooming pattern was reduced by quinpirole and ACTH.

The possibility that D1 activation might produce superstereotypy of the complex grooming sequence appeared to need further examination, given the statistically marginal enhancement noted above. Therefore, Experiment 2 repeated the procedures, using two different D1 agonists, SKF 38393 and SKF 82958, and an expanded range of doses. SKF 82958 was added for comparison because it is a full D1 agonist, whereas SKF 38393 is a partial D1 agonist (i.e., it achieves less adenylate cyclase activity than dopamine itself) (Mottola et al., 1996). SKF 82958 has also been suggested to activate D2 autoreceptors (Ruskin et al., 1998). Although simple assumptions regarding the consequences of full vs. partial agonists cannot be made (Watts et al., 1995), it seemed possible that a full agonist might be more effective at increasing the strength of the behavioral pattern.

EXPERIMENT 2

Methods

Subjects and compounds

Naive Sprague-Dawley male rats (n = 12; 300–400 g) were tested using procedures similar to Experiment 1. The two dopamine D1 agonists, SKF 38393 and SKF 82958, were tested at four doses each plus vehicle (SKF 38393 = 0 [vehicle], and 2.5, 5.0, 10, and 20 mg/kg; SKF 82958 = 0 [vehicle], and 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 mg/kg; i.p.). For analysis purposes, the two vehicle doses were combined for each rat to create a single vehicle score. The averaged vehicle score was compared to drug dose scores by repeated measures ANOVA. Trials were spaced 48 hours apart, and the order of drug and dose administration was counterbalanced.

Grooming amount

The amount of time spent grooming was changed by D1 agonist administration (F(1,117) = 30.48, \( P < 0.001 \)), but the full vs. partial D1 agonists differed in their effects (F(4,114) = 2.8, \( P < 0.05 \)). Grooming amount was increased only by the partial D1 agonist, SKF 38393 (Fig. 5). Although an initial evaluation of SKF 38393 effects using all 4 doses and vehicle was not significant (ANOVA, F(4,59) = 1.93, \( P = 0.12 \)), the grooming increase was significant when the analysis was restricted to the doses used in Experiment 1 (the two highest doses used in Experiment 2 plus vehicle) (F(2,35) = 5.41, \( P < 0.01 \)). Post hoc tests further showed that each of the highest two doses of SKF 38393 elicited more grooming than vehicle (Bonferroni paired test, \( p < 0.05 \) each). Finally, an ANOVA of grooming bout duration using all doses showed that grooming bouts tended to be longer after SKF 38393 administration (F(4,59) = 8.12, \( p < 0.01 \); vehicle mean duration = 24 ± 5 seconds, mean ± SEM; SKF 38393 2.5 mg/kg = 27 ± 3 seconds; 5 mg/kg = 30 ± 6 seconds; 10 mg/kg = 36 ± 8 seconds 20 mg = 34 ± 6 seconds).

The full D1 agonist SKF 82958 did not increase the quantity of grooming at any dose (F(4,54) = 2.01, \( P = 0.11 \), Fig. 5). In fact, when the highest dose was excluded, there was a significant suppression of grooming amount across the three lower doses of the full D1 agonist (F(3,47) = 3.13, \( P < 0.05 \)). Post-hoc tests indicated that grooming after the 5 mg/kg dose of SKF 82958 was significantly lower than baseline (Bonferroni test, \( P < 0.05 \)). Further, the average duration of a grooming bout decreased after each dose of SKF 82958 compared to vehicle (F(4,59) = 18.41, \( P < 0.01 \); vehicle = 24.5 ± 5 seconds; SKF 82958 0.1 mg/kg = 23.2 ± 6 seconds; 0.2 mg/kg = 16 ± 4 seconds; 0.5 mg/kg = 11.3 ± 2 seconds; 1.0 = 13 ± 5 seconds).

Initiation of syntactic chain sequences

The relative probability of beginning a stereotyped sequential pattern was increased by both the SKF 82958 and SKF 38393 (F(4,114) = 11.24, \( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 6). The full D1 agonist SKF 82958 enhanced the initiation of syntactic chains to levels nearly 5 times baseline (F(4,59) = 6.28, \( P < 0.001 \)). This SKF 82958 in-
crease in chain initiation was higher than the increase produced by the partial agonist, SKF 38393 (F(1,117) = 36.72, P < 0.001). The relative probability of engaging in the sequential pattern was elevated over vehicle baseline (per minute of grooming) after the 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 doses of SKF 82958 (P < 0.05 each, Bonferroni). Further, the frequency of chain initiation per minute of grooming was higher after each of the 3 largest doses of the full D1 agonist than after any dose of the partial D1 agonist (P < 0.05 each, Bonferroni).

The partial D1 agonist roughly doubled the initiation of the sequential pattern over baseline (F(4,59) = 10.06, P < 0.001). In individual comparisons the tendency to engage in the sequence was elevated over

Fig. 4. Pattern stereotypy: syntactic chain completion (Experiment 1). Effects on the completion of syntactic chain patterns of systemic SKF 38393, quinpirole, and ACTH. Syntactic completion is expressed as the percentage of grooming chains that were fully completed through Phase IV, as a proportion of those that were begun (symbolized by choreograph of completed syntactic grooming chain). Dose 1 = SKF 38393 10 mg/kg, quinpirole 5 mg/kg, and ACTH-(1-24) 2 mg/kg. Dose 2 = SKF 38393 20 mg/kg, quinpirole 10 mg/kg, and ACTH 5 mg/kg. Statistical symbols as in Figure 2.

Fig. 5. Grooming amount (Experiment 2). Effects on time spent grooming of systemic SKF 38393, quinpirole, and ACTH. Amount of grooming is expressed as the percentage of time spent grooming out of the entire observation period (symbolized by rat engaged in grooming behavior). Dose 1: SKF 38393 = 2.5 mg/kg; SKF 82958 = 0.1 mg/kg; Dose 2: SKF 38393 = 5.0 mg/kg; SKF 82958 = 0.2 mg/kg. Dose 3: SKF 38393 = 10 mg/kg; SKF 82958 = 0.5 mg/kg. Dose 4: SKF 38393 = 20 mg/kg; SKF 82958 = 1.0 mg/kg. Statistical symbols as in Figure 2. Symbols at particular doses indicate significance levels in individual comparisons.
baseline at each of the 5, 10, and 20 mg/kg doses ($P < 0.05$ each comparison, Bonferroni). The frequency at which chain sequences were initiated after 20 mg/kg was also significantly elevated over the 2.5 and the 5 mg/kg dose ($P < 0.05$ each).

**Pattern stereotypy: syntactic completion**

The proportion of patterns that were fully stereotyped, in the sense of being completed syntactically from Phase I through Phase IV, was changed by both D1 agonists, but not in the same way ($F(1,117) = 19.36, P < 0.001$; Fig. 7). Rats completed 84 ± 3% after vehicle administration (slightly lower than the baseline in Experiment 1). In this experiment, the partial agonist, SKF 38393, significantly increased pattern completion by nearly 10%, so that over 9 out of 10 chains were fully completed (92% ± 4%; $F(4,59) = 3.32, P < 0.05$). Every dose tested of SKF 38393 increased the probability of particular dose of the partial D1 agonist elevated the completion proportion over the vehicle control level ($P < 0.05$ each, Dunnett’s paired test).

The full agonist, SKF 82958, did not enhance pattern completion at any dose tested. In fact, there appeared to be a trend toward suppression of syntactic completion (Fig. 7). However, variance was high and the suppressive trend did not reach significance ($F(4, 59) = 0.96, n.s.$).

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

These results indicate that dopamine D1 agonists can increase the emission of complex and sequentially stereotyped patterns of actions. Peripheral administration of a D1 agonist (but not of a D2 agonist or of ACTH) enhanced the sequential pattern of “syntactic chains.” This is the first demonstration of an enhancement of the syntactic grooming chain pattern, and stands in contrast to a variety of dopamine or neostriatum-related brain lesions that impair the patterned sequence (Berridge, 1989a,b; Berridge and Fentress, 1987b; Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996).

“Super-stereotypy” of the syntactic grooming pattern was produced in two ways by D1 agonists. First, rats increased their tendency to engage in the sequential pattern. The relative probability of initiating a syntactic chain was increased by the partial D1 agonist SKF 38393 and the full D1 agonist SKF 82958. This increase in the tendency to emit the stereotyped pattern came at the relative expense of less stereotyped sequences of grooming.

Second, SKF 38393 also enhanced adherence to the syntactic pattern by increasing the likelihood of completing the entire chain syntactically. The ordinary probability that a rat will complete a syntactic chain once it starts is 80 to 90% (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Aldridge et al., 1993; Berridge, 1990; Berridge and
Fentress, 1986; Berridge et al., 1987; Colonnese et al., 1996). This normally high rate of pattern fulfillment makes it difficult to detect further enhancement, since completion cannot rise above 100%. That ceiling effect may have obscured the enhancement of syntactic completion in Experiment 1, where the rise reached only marginal significance. However, the enhancement of completion was fully significant in Experiment 2, with completion rising from roughly 85% to up to 96% after administration of SKF 38393.

Grooming sequences therefore became sequentially super-stereotyped after administration of the partial D1 agonist. A special role for D1 receptors in the completion of this stereotyped pattern is consistent with the finding that mutant mice, which lack dopamine D1-A receptors, have sequential deficits in the completion of the pattern (Cromwell et al., 1998). The ability of dopamine activation to cause sequences to become super-stereotyped is also consistent with the observation by Aldridge and colleagues that neostriatal neurons code the sequential pattern of syntactic chains (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Aldridge et al., 1993), suggesting that D1 agonists may potentiate neuronal coding of the sequence in the neostriatum.

Comparing the effects of compounds tested: SKF 38393, SKF 82958, quinpirole, ACTH

Although D2 dopamine agonists are reported to be most efficacious at evoking simple repetitive movement stereotypies (Cooper and Dourish, 1990; Delfs and Kelley, 1990; Sullivan et al., 1992; White et al., 1988), only the D1 dopamine agonists, SKF 38393 and SKF 82958, increased the sequential stereotypy of the complex pattern of syntactic grooming chains. Neither the dopamine D2 agonist, quinpirole, nor the peptide, ACTH-(1-24) produced any tendency for super-stereotypy. Both quinpirole and ACTH suppressed the total amount of grooming, consistent with results from other studies (McDougall et al., 1993; Van Wimersma Greidanus et al., 1989), and both also suppressed the likelihood that the sequential pattern would be completed when it occurred. Quinpirole, in addition, suppressed initiation of the stereotyped pattern. This may indicate that simple and complex forms of stereotypy have fundamentally different mechanisms. Although the simple repetition of movements may be facilitated by D2 agonists, the stereotypy of more complex movement patterns may depend more on D1 activation.

**Dissociation of grooming amount vs. grooming stereotypy**

Earlier lesion and gene-mutation studies found that the amount of grooming is often controlled separately from the pattern sequential stereotypy of syntactic chains (Berridge, 1989b; Berridge and Fentress, 1987b; Bolivaar et al., 1996; Coscia and Fentress, 1993; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996). Our study provides further evidence for a dissociation between the amount of grooming and its sequential pattern. Both the frequency and completion levels were generally suppressed by the D2 agonist, quinpirole, and by ACTH. Both D1 agonists (SKF 38393 and SKF 82958) resulted in more sequence initiation, but only SKF 38393 increased the frequency of complex grooming sequences.
SKF 82958 at some doses actually reduced grooming amount, even while enhancing the relative probability of syntactic patterns. However, it remains for other studies to reveal whether it is possible to increase overall grooming amount without also increasing the relative probability of syntactic chain patterns (Berridge and Aldridge, pages 000–000, this issue).

Finally, there was a dissociation regarding the facilitation of the pattern’s initiation (relative probability of occurrence) vs. facilitation of its completion. SKF 82958 strongly facilitated pattern initiation, but actually suppressed completion. This supports earlier reports that it is possible to change pattern completion independently of initiation (Berridge and Whishaw, 1992; Cromwell and Berridge, 1996; Cromwell et al., 1998).

**Conclusion**

Our results indicate that sequential super-stereotypy can occur after D1 receptor activation. Dopamine D1 receptors appear to play a special role in the stereotypy of complex movement sequences, since only D1 agonists and not D2 agonists enhance the relative probability of the syntactic pattern and adherence to the pattern during the flow of behavior, and a D1 agonist promoted the relative emission of stereotyped sequences even when it did not increase the overall amount of grooming behavior.
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